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Published by the Students of the College of Wooster
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Volume LXX

Students Circulate Senatorial Petitions;
. . .

Buckson Heads Homecoming Committee

Surprise!

Photo by Art Murray

Sue

Stewart, president,

and
Jan Douglas,
of the Interclub Council, meet
vice-presiden-

t,

Nancy Geiger, secretary-treasure- r
amidst paddles, napkins, match covers, and scrapbooks to lay
activities of the Girls'
plans for the rush teas and follow-u- p
Social Clubs.

Girls' Clubs Hold Teas On Sunday;
Rushing Will Finish By Homecoming

The Student Senate embarked on its activities for the
school year Monday night. President Virg Musser,
Big secret . .
who opened the meeting, announced that Senate elections will
But you can know . .
be held Tuesday, October 11. All students who wish to take
The Student Senate is sponsor- out petitions for class officers, senators-at-large- ,
or freshman
ing "Harvest Time," a stag or drag male senator may get their petitions from now until Tuesday.
square and round street dance,
I he Senior class will meet durSaturday evening from 8:30 to
ing chapel hour Monday to select
11:30 across from the Chapel on
six nominees for Homecoming
University Avenue.
Queen. The Queen, a member of
Shh

1955-195-

6

.

.

New Editors Fill
Vacant Positions

The entertainment will be hand
picked student talent for your enjoyment by the Senate, and refreshments will be served. Anne
by Joan Long
Gieser is chairman for the evening.
two-houSo come one, come all, to the
Three new editors, representing
Student Senate surprise night.
Freshman, Junior, and Senior
the
In case of rain there will be
have recently taken over
classes,
a sock hop in the gym.
ICC (Interclub Council) emphasizes the fact that this
posts on this year's VOICE staff.
Pat Kressly is the new make-uyear both rushing and Hell Week for the girls will be finished
editor, Skip Hoyler is editing the
will
provide a longer amount of time
by Homecoming. This
page, and Will Lange has
sports
for the entire club to plan its activities, to undertake long-rang- e
taken over the post of news editor.
service projects, and generally to see the part the clubs

The parlor of Holden and the parlor and recreational
rooms of Babcock will be the scenes of "rush teas" this Sunday afternoon from 2:30 to 5. Each of the eight social clubs
r
period in which to
will have either the first or last
with
every woman of Sophomore standing
meet and speak
or higher who would like to join a club.

On VOICE Staff

p

Williams And Fjare

Speak For Institute

can play in the social life of the college.
The Institute of Politics is makIf each girl goes lo each club in
ing
plans for its final vear of
the order in which she finds them
listed on her invitation, she will operation under a grant from the
Mr.
have ample time to become ac- Falk Foundation of Pittsburgh.
Following the pa'tern of last
quainted with each of the eight
clubs. She will then have a week year, the Institute plans to sponmeetings with
of sor campus-widto consider her impressions
Beethoven's Sonata in B flat each club, and to discuss them national
speakers
representing
Major, Opus 106, known as the with her friends. She then can both the Republican and Demo-

Gore Presents

Beethoven's Sonata

e

Hammerklavier, will be played by
Mr. Richard Gore next Sunday,
October 9, at 8:15 p.m. in Memorial Chapel. This is the second
in a series of recitals of Beethoven
Piano Sonatas to be given by Mr.
Gore.
The Hammerklavier is the longest piano sonata ever written by
Beethoven and is thought to be as
great as anv of his symphonies. It
has even been arranged for orchestra by Felix Weingartner and
recorded. Because of its length and
difficulty, this sonata is seldom
performed, and this will be its
first performance in Wooster.

We Like You All;
So Stick Around
The city of Wooster and the
administration of the college are
asking student aid in helping to
make Beall Ave. a safe thoroughfare. As Dr. Lowry announced in
chapel a week ago. a real problem exists in regard to the traffic
hazard on this main street of
Wooster. The highway north of the
campus has been widened and
many drivers reach a high rate of
speed by the time they enter the
campus area where the road is
narrower and crossed by more
pedestrians. The city has been cooperative to the extent of erecting
warning signs and heavy policing,
but this alone is not sufficiently effective. The Board of Trustees of
the college have made a request
for stop lights at the corners of
Beall and Wayne and Beall and
University. This request is under
consideration by the Safety Department of the city.
In return for the city's cooperation, the students of the college
are being asked to take more
in crossing Beall. Several
motorists have pointed to a great
deal of carelessness last spring
occurwhen several
red. Stepping out from behind
parked cars was one form of this
carelessness which was especially
cited.
(ire-caution-

near-acciden-

ts

s

make a tentative choice, or belter
yet, decide to go with a group of
girls and join a club together. The
formal aspect of rush teas will be
balanced next week end by the
very informal atmosphere of rush

(or catering must
placed at the office of

Orders
be

Food Service, 1133 Beall Avenue, one week in advance of
the function. This applies to
paper goods,
all orders
equipment, or food supplies.
dial 318.
Telephone
parties. After rush parties both
girls and clubs vote preferentially.
In case of conflict, ICC will make
the decision.
At each tea there will be refreshments, decorations of club
pictures, insignias, souvenirs, and
a display of the club scrapbooks.
Members and advisors of the clubs
will circulate among their guests
and tell them of their club's own
activities. The schedule of the afternoon is the following: From
2:30 to 3:30, Sphinx in Holden
Parlor, Keys in Babcock Parlor,
Imps in Babcock Smoker, and
Pyramids in Lower Babcock: from
4 to 5, Signets in Holden Parlor,
Echoes in Babcock Parlor. Peanuts
in Babcock Smoker, and Trumps
in Lower Babcock.

Wishart Museum

Presents
interested in art,
there will be a Homecoming exhibition from October 5 through
October 26 in the Josephine Long
.
Wishart Museum of Art in
Works representalh e of students from the last five years will
be shown, including works in oil,
etching,
watercolor,
ceramics, textile design, architectural design, and various media
in drawing. The gallery will be
open daily from 8:30 to 12 noon
and 1 to 5 in the afternoon. Saturday hours are 8:30 to 12 noon.

For those

Gal-pin-

silk-scree-

n,

2

Elections

emafe Plains
Shh

No.

1955

crat parties. Governor G. Mennen
Williams of Michigan and Congressman Orvin Fjare of Montana
have been invited to speak during
the first semester. While the dates
have not been confirmed as yet,
the Institute has invited Senator
Margaret Chase Smith, Republican of Maine, and Senator Estes
Kefauver, Democrat of Tennessee,
as the two main speakers for the
second semester.
Plans Mock Convention
Traditionally, the Student Senate
and the Congressional Club have
sponsored mock political conventions in presidential nominating
years. The Institute plans to cooperate with these organizations
to produce a worthwhile convention in the spring.
Both the oung Republican and
Young Democrat clubs will be
asked to consider a plan for the
creation and election from their
memberships of a mock Congress
to meet and discuss basic national
and international issues of the
day. If the plans are approved,
(Continued

on Page Two)

Contralto Appears
In Concert Series
by Marilyn Trover
This year's community concert
series is again presenting a talented program.
Elina Nikolaidi, the Greek contralto who has been acclaimed in
Europe and North America as one
of the great voices of our time,
will appear November 10. On
January 30, Robert Scholz will
conduct the American Chamber
Orchestra in a program which will
constitute a true musical experience. The Wooster Symphony will
also present two programs, and
the additional concerts are to be
scheduled soon.
Tickets are on sale now in all
the dormitories, priced at S3 00,
S5.00, and $7.00. Only season
tickets are available, so get yours
now before the campaign ends.

Undertakes

Make-u-

p

Pat is by no means a newcomer
to the VOICE, having been closely
associated with the paper in the
past year. Pat was originally a

member of the Class of 1954, but
she spent the two years after her
Freshman semesters in Puertti
Rico for the Board of National
Missions. Before coming to Wooseditor
ter, she served as make-uon her high school newspaper in
Eas'on, Pennsylvania. She is a
member of David Brainard Society, Chairman of the Brotherhood Meals Committee, and Secretary of the Spanish Honorary,
Sigma Delta Pi. She also works
as a library assistant, and is in
general one of the busiest English
majors lo be found on the campus.
p

Starts Cold
Skip Hoyler, as a Freshman,
"starts cold," so to speak, as the
new sports editor, but an active
career in high school sports in
his hometown of Princeton, New
Jersey, seems to well qualify him
for the post. Besides playing soccer and running track at Princeton
The only mammal which
may legally be shot from a
car in the State of California is a whale.
High, he managed the basketball
team, wrote for the sports section
of the school paper, and played in
the band and the orchestra. Skip
hopes to major in chemical engi.
neering or
pre-med-

Returns To Wooster
Back at Wooster after spending
his Sophomore year at Syracuse
University, in his home town, is
Willem Lange, III, the news editor. Will graduated from the Mt.
Hermon School for Boys at Mount
Hermon, Massachusetts. His Freshman year here at Wooster was
filled with many diversified activities. He was the Freshman Senator-at-Largin the Student Senate, ran
on the varsity
team,
was a member of Second Section,
and found time for other "higher"
interests. While at Syracuse, Will
was in the Outing Club and the
Syracuse Mountaineers. His hopes
for this year include a successful
year in the Department of Geology
and the
of the
s
"Knight Climbers"
as a lawful mountaineering club.
e

cross-countr-

re-establishm-

once-notoriou-

ent

y

the senior class, will also be
elected on October 11. The Senate, which has complete charge
of all Homecoming arrangements,
appointed Rod Buckson chairman
of Homecoming Day activities.
Plans were also put underway
for
Parents' and
Migration Days. John Wilson will
serve as Parents' Day chairman,
and Stan Geddes will be in charge
of Migration Day.
For some time students have
talked about the use of card cheers
for Scot football games. The Senate decided to encourage this form
of cheering on a class basis. If
enough interest is shown, each
class will be given one home football game to display its versatility
with card cheering. Judges will
present a trophy or plaque at the
final home game to the class with
the best cheers.
Each year the Senate appoints
students to standing committees.
In charge of co-edining will be
Don Nyland and Carol Moon.
Ruth Sanderson, Bill Bredenberg,
Bruce Rigdon, and Frank Storch
will be the student members of
the Chapel Committee.
Senate-sponsore-

d

d

WSGA

Decides-T- o

Each His Own
This year the Women's Self
Government Association is running its own election instead of
holding it jointly with the Student
Senate, as has been done in the
past. Because of this, petitions maybe obtained at Babcock desk Monday, October 10, instead of in the
Student Senate Room.
There are three offices to be
filled by Freshman women, two
of which will last throughout the
year. These are a representative
for the Administrative Board and
one for the Judicial Board. The
other position is to be filled by a
Freshman-at-large- ,
who will serve
one semester on the Administrative
Board. A Junior is also to be elected for a years service on the Administrative Board.
The petitions are due Wednesday, October 12 at Babcock desk.
The elections are to be held October 18 in the dormitories: the results will probably be announced
that evening.

Wishing?
The VOICE had hoped to publish a list of the 15 Wishes expressed by Dr. Lowry in his Convocation address to the student
body: however, since the speech
was made from notes, we could
not obtain a manuscript lo condense. Dr. Lowry has promised
that with a combination of his
notes and the tape recording made
by WW ST on the occasion, he will
prepare a mimeographed copy of
the speech to be made available
sometime in October for anyone
who wants a copy.
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A Community
Human beings do not undertake lightly the creation of
new institutions or changes in behavior. They are creatures
of habit attached to the familiar advantages and disadvantages
of the status quo and fearful of the uncertainties of innovation. Thus, a discrepancy between the unity of the world on
the technical and material level and its division on the political
level has developed alarmingly in the last
system based
As long as the status quo, i.e., a nation-statupon national sovereignty, continues to be popularly accepted,
the growth of an international organization able to preserve
of
t
the peace is under a great handicap. From the
the internationalist, the evil of the concept of the sovereign
nation-statis that the accumulation of power has become the
prime, though by no means exclusive, end of foreign policy.
Every other consideration in the realm of international repower.
lations is subordinated to the attempt to stock-pilWhile the majority of citizens regard the preservation of their
own nation in absolute freedom from restraint by a higher
authority as paramount, even at the sacrifice of other nations,
this state of affairs will continue. Politicians and diplomats
by the nature of their functions cannot transcend the cultural
context in which they must operate to any significant degree.
A transition seems to be taking place today from extreme
individualism to social action, for the obligations of the individual to the community are beginning to be emphasized
equally with his rights. The fact that only through the community can the individual realize his greatest potentialities is
recognized in the creation of new social institutions. Yet, this
growing community spirit has not permeated to the international level.
The community horizon of the American does not seem
to be appreciably higher than that of the Russian. We are as
inextricably bound by the chains of nationalism as the peoples
upon whom we unceasingly look with suspicion. We are so
enmeshed in nationalism that many of our schools, the creatures of the state, do not generally present an accurate picture of our own history where such a portrait might show our
past other than sinless. Too often, and once is too often, the
American system of government is pictured as political perfection while the governments of countries such as Britain
and France are sneered at as less democratic.
If the United States is to be the most
nation
in today's world, then she must lift her eyes to new horizons.
She must undertake to educate her youth to become aware
of the community of the world as well as the community of
the nation. The world of today must develop an enlarged community spirit if there is to be a world of tomorrow.
J. L. C.
y.

e

view-poin-

e

e

far-sighte-

d

The Days Grow Short
"But the days grow short, when you reach September."
They have gone, and we have reached October, at the end of
the second week of school. Once again we are enmeshed in
the routine of classes, studies, and activities. The campus reverberates with those familiar phrases: "back to the grind," "too
much to do," "the work is getting me down." Freshmen encounter their first tests, while Juniors feel early qualms about
IS, and practice teachers get their first taste of managing a
class. Amid the first dose of 'Wooster weather' the football
squad drills for the first home game. Once again the traffic
on Beall Avenue is a topic of discussion, as students, anxious'
to reach their first hour on time, wait impatiently to cross.
Announcements are heard and seen in every corner, as clubs
recruit enthusiatic new members.
New faces are starting to look familiar, and new
schedules are becoming routine. But as we get back into the
'grind' let us not forget the freshness with which a new year
begins. Let us keep ourselves alive to the opportunities about
us for new experiences and friendships, and to the value which
can be gained from old, familiar ones.
M. A. W.
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Iiem?

How Do YOU Feel About

Dear Editor:
As Chairman of the Brotherhood Meals Committee, I would like
to present the plan that the committee has for this year. Last spring,
we inherited from the outgoing SCC, a new plan for conducting Brotherhood Meals, which consisted of dividing the student body into
two groups: those who want to participate in Brotherhood Meals and
those who do not. Some dining halls would serve the traditional soup
and crackers and others the full meal. This plan was adopted in
answer to a complaint raised by those who objected to the meals
and wondered about the rights of the minority group.
Vote Requested
Meal
plement the Brotherhood
Immediately after this plan was with other food; our belief is
printed in the VOICE, many stu- that a person should feel free to
dents stated their opposition to do so if he feels it is necessary.
it. Over the summer, with time for If we have found from experience
thinking and with these objections that we aren't really sacrificial
ringing in our ears, the committee enough to lake the hunger pains,
and other members of the SCC is that any reason to throw the
changed their minds. We have de- whole plan down the drain? If we
cided, therefore, that before going think of the project in terms of
ahead and putting the new plan what it accomplishes, perhaps we
into practice, we will ask for a can accept it from a different pervote of the student body to make spective. It provides an opportunsure it is in favor of it. This vote ity to collect money which many
will be taken at the time of the of us would not feel able to doSenate elections of October 11. If nate outright. Instead of questionthe vote shows 75
or more in ing our neighbor's motives, let's
favor of the old system, we will think of Brotherhood Meals in
return to it; if 25 or more vote terms of the people it benefits;
in the negative, we will proceed we may be among them.
with the split system. Please cast
These are our plans. As a comyour vote!
mittee representing the whole stut
The other complaint raised dent body, we would like to have
against Brotherhood Meals, and your cooperation in letting us
perhaps the more basic one, is know how you feel about Brotherthat of hypocrisy. We feel that hood Meals.
this arises from the attitudes held
Sincerely,
by many that one should not sup
Pat Kressly

f

BOWMAN

Pat Kressly,

Make-u-

Closely united with the Bowman

n

MORE ON

Institute of Politics
(Continued from Page One)

the old elm never realized that it

Hall property are the old Kauke had a secret admirer, until Miss
house and grounds on the northEmiline McSweeney, a retired Coleast corner of the
Beall-Bowma-

n

intersection. This site once included the college music conservatory,
which was sold several years ago
with the property. Probably never
before an object of curiosity, this
lot has lately been stimulating
much speculative conversation. I
found, upon investigation, that the
big old trees which served to somewhat hide the mansion from the
busy street are gone, and the mansion is soon to follow. The Kroger
Company is planning to erect a
new supermarket upon the site
of the
mansion.
Elm Has Admirer
But, behind the whole transaction is an interesting little bit of
sentimentality. When the college
sold the old Kauke house and
grounds, included was a huge elm
tree, one of the three largest and
oldest trees in Wooster. Probably
out-date- d

lege of Wooster French teacher,
decided that it wasn't right for
such a beautiful old tree to be
eliminated. Miss McSweeney, an
invalid, frequently sits upon her
porch not far from the site where
she has a good view of the tree.
When she expressed her regret at
its proposed elimination to John
McKee, college Alumni Secretary,
he contacted Dr. L Rummell, Director of the Agricultural Experiment Station and Dean of the College of Agriculture at Ohio State
University. Dr. Rummell decided
that it was well worth saving. The
Kroger Company agreed and sent
orders to the contractor to avoid
injuring the tree during his excavations. So, after a roundabout
process, the
elm still
stands, thanks to its secret
200-year-ol-

Wooster Office
Equipment

SALES

SERVICE

RENTAL
Across from the Post Office
Phone
2-20-

85

d

(Formerly The Point Restaurant)
1829 Cleveland Road
Delicatessen Foods
Lunches to Take Out
PLAIN HAMBURGERS
15c
Free Delivery Service to Dormitories at 8 and 10 P.M.
Open Daily 10 A.M.
11 P.M.
Phone
2-59-

WOOSTER

THEATRE

CRA1GS1 FOOD SERVICE

FRI.

SAT.

Jane Russell in

60

"THE OUTLAW"
and

Marciano - Moore
Fight Pictures

VISIT OUR NEW
CLEVELAND-BEALOFFICE
At 1776 Beall Avenue
(Across from the Community Hospital)

SUN.

COMPLETE BANKING SERVICES

Yayne County National Bank
Downtown Office

3-30-

75

Cleveland-Beal- l

Office

3-67-

MON.

TUES.

John Wayne
Lauren Bacall
in

p

ASSISTANTS: Scottie Alcorn, Kenneth Anthony, Lee Bruce, Laura Catlin,
Sally Davis, David Fankhauser, Gail Henry, Kathie Hill, Margaret Lender-king- ,
Joan MacKenzie, Shirley Nelson, Donna Phinizy, Suzanne Reed, Tom
Scott, Susan Sifritt, Alison Swager, Wayne Thonen, Jane Trayser, Marilyn
Troyer, Tex Walker.

students hiked to
to begin the new
season in UCF this year. To the
crackling light of the bonfire, the
program began. First, Bible charades were acted out. The winning
and losing groups had the privilege of staging a group scene from
the Bible. President Bob McQuil-kegave a short introductory
speech setting forth the goals and
purposes of UCF for the coming
year, and stated that the theme of
UCF would be "The Divine Invasion." Then "Timber" Cronin
read the scripture and led the
group in prayer. This was foli
lowed by songs led by Bucky
Smith, and the group then hiked
back to campus.
Assisting President McQuilken
at the bonfire were Bob Schubert,
Timber Cronin, Bucky Smith, Bob
Mitchell, B. A. Ellis, Pris Cortel-you- ,
Bruce Hunt, Muffy McKay,
Marge Yoder, Bil lie DeCormis,
and John Muir.
Next Sunday, October 2. Bill
Cohea of Pittsburgh will speak to
UCF at 7:45 in Lower Kauke. His
topic is "The Divine Invasion:
70
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NANCY PETERS, Advertising Mgr.
Sheila McIsaac, Features
Jo Bruce, Music and Drama
Willem Lance, III, News
Paul Martin, Sports
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Editor-in-Chie-

Opening Of UCF

regular campaigns will be held
to elect either Democrats or Republicans from the various residential units of the campus.
Hopes For Participation
"We sincerely hope that both
by Janet Maryott
Now that Compton Hall has taken over the spotlight on cam- students and faculty will take adpus, it is time to say goodbye to old Bowman Hall that proved so vantage of the opportunity to meet
faithful oyer the years. No longer will we see chattering Freshman and hear national political leaders
women, icicles hanging from their ears, trudging up the hill on win- under our program," said Mr. Joe
ter mornings. Nor will the sections have to walk halfway downtown Bindley, Director of the Institute.
to give their serenades. But, for all the inconvenience that old Bow- Bindley added that the appearman caused, I rarely heard any compaints from any of her loyal oc- ances of Speaker of the House Jocupants. It has not yet been decided just what will now become of seph W. Martin, Senator Alben
Bowman, which, incidentally, is one of the oldest buildings in Woos- Barkley, Senator Paul Douglas
ter. The problem, now under discussion, will probably be taken to and Senator Clifford Case on the
campus last year represented a
the Board of Trustees.
real accomplishment for the
Conservatory Sold

3-39-

JIM COOPER,
DICK CRAIG, Business Mgr.
Pec Williams, Associate Editor
Judy Keller, Managing Editor
Dottie Daum, Circulation Mgr.
Carol Thomas, Copy Editor
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Campfire Marks

Brotherhood Meals

For Tomorrow
half-centur-

Friday, September

35

"

"BLOOD ALLEY"
t

Friday, September

30, 1955

Myths to Challenge

fice

In the warm sun of early fall, The College of Wooster has betemporary home for more than a thousand students.
From the yellow Freshman caps to the greying temples of faculty
members, the campus is aglow with activities, intrigue, Independent
Study, and romance.
come once more a

A few more weeks, and all will
be routine again. There may be fact
some who still dream of that is a

that the Wooster Student Body
fairly homogeneous organism.
."wave of innovation" which However, it would seem that we
might some day engulf the campus often fail to assess this fact realisand pull it to new adventures. tically. This, by the way, is not
Last spring, the faculty made an merely a local problem, but one
initial contribution toward a new which most small colleges can call
adventure in education. This year, their own. Colleges which have
a special committee under the able been successful in collecting and
homoleadership of Professor Coolidge attracting a relatively
will try to implement faculty geneous student body, more than
action and work out a financially any other type of institution, tend
feasible course entitled: Introduct- to become islands protected from
the hard truths of the world
ion to Liberal Studies.
them.
around
Tradition-HeavCollege administrators and consuch as colleges
y

Institutions
verv easily get top heavy with traditions. "We have done this for
25 years" is a frequent rejoinder
to suggestions that one try something new. The younger generations often act as a disruptive
force, and the older men and women look to traditions for much
needed security. This writer has
shown at times unwarranted impatience when things did not move
swiftly enough, and in recent
months he has gained the conviction that the young people on this
campus are at least as tradition-bounas those in charge of academic and administrative matters.
Often they are more stubbornly in
love with the
d

"but-this-is-the-way-we-have-

-al

"

Too Much Conformity
Groups lend to develop their
own patterns of behavior rather
rapidly around here, especially if
such publications as the Scots' Key
tell them how to act, what to wear
to church, how to date, and when
to cut classes. Much can be said
for a certain degree of conformity.
LTnfortunately. there is often too
much conformity among young
people on this campus. In a number of cases this has brought
about serious problems of individual adjustment. We should not
attempt to practice too much "so;
cial indoctrination" around here.
One of the really serious matters we should all consider for a
few minutes this year is the nature
of our student body. The College
gains great advantages from the

vocation speakers often love to
dwell on the theme that colleges
are "worlds in miniature." The
words "macrocosm" and "microcosm" are tossed around like so
many committee meetings. All in
all, much effort is spent to convince the listeners that "here, in
college." the new student will
learn the essentials that will make
him a good citizen, that he will
be prepared to meet the challenges
and perils of the world once he
successfully completes his four
years.
College Protective
But we all know that college is
in most instances very ill suited
to prepare a young man for the
hard life he will sooner or later
encounter. College is more likely
to protect him from the rigors of
a hostile environment. A college
campus can be an extremely isolated thing. The isolation is in
part due to the homogeneity of the
student body. Sometimes, geographical diversification among
students is taken for heterogeneity.
True, there may be a number of
cosmopolitan differences between
a Texan and someone from Ohio
that go beyond the quaint accent.
But let's face it; most of the people around here are Presbyterians;
while the world at large is rather
infrequently interested in programs of Christian action.
I am not advocating that we
and become
open the flood-gatean international and
settlement, although there might
be some fun in this. Neither am
-

s

inter-cultur-

al

asking that the Admissions Ofbring to this campus a
of the city of New York's
population between 18 and 22. I
merely suggest that we pause once
in a while and realize that the
world at large is not made up of
"nice" Wooster people, and that
we, on this campus, represent a
highly selected and considerably
purged group of individuals, especially when it comes to matters
of social, religious, and philosophical concern.
It is possible that some people
may be able to draw some practical conclusions from this. I
should like to point out, in a
general sort of way, the direction
in which we might look for an
answer. Since we are by nature a
homogeneous group of human
beings, this campus might indeed
benefit from administrative policies and student social affairs
which consciously put the accent
on the differences of character
which can be found on this campus. Chapel programs, club activities, fraternities (merely a
figure of speech of course) and
LA MAISON FRANCA1SE are already doing this to some extent.
But there must be other untapped
sources. Instead of living for conformity as much as we tend to do,
let us try also to live for
And with the French, we
might say ive La Difference.
I

by Hans H. Jenny

ways-done-it.-
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Girls' Chorus Gains

Ten Claims for Fame
by Sheila Mclsaac
Since Dr. Lowry announced his fifteen wishes for Wooster stu(Believe
dents at Convocation, I have been doing some thinking.
me, nothing is impossible.) I had a few wishes of my own at the time,
and now I have managed to get the total up to ten. Why ten? Well,
to steer clear of Dr. Lowry 's choice of fifteen naturally. If the powers
that be care to adopt some of my wishful thinking as their own and
bring about some action, I would never accuse them of plagiarism.
As a matter of fact, I would applaud them as men of great courage
and foresight.
My first wish is very simple;
however, it is of primary importance. I think every day should
have 28 hours. That would allow
two more for sleep and two to get
some studying done. You know,
with books that open.
studying
Beall Lift
Some of you have probably
been to Switzerland and seen the
Alpine ski lifts. Well. I would
like one installed by the Union
with a terminus at the end of
system
Beall Ave. If a two-wacould be
couldn't be arranged,
deal,
persuaded to use a one-wastarting at the foot of Beall.
While we are on Beall. I wish
they really would take the "A"
out of Beall and put it into Bever.
My fourth wish is for an autodispenser of
matic,
aspirin. Some sort of arrangement
could be made to subsiitute sugar
pills for those of us who imagine
condiourselves into head-achtions.
For those of us who really are
in headachy situations, my fifth
wish would be for a quick means
of escape. This would hold particularly true for tests where preparation has been scant. (Who,
me ? Never )
Next 1 would suggest ketchup
be served at every meal. Those of
us who don't like any particular
menu, could smother the item in
ketchup.
y

1

y

push-butto-

n

y

26 New Songbirds
Miss Eve Richmond, directress
of the Girls' Chorus, has announced that the following women have
been accepted as new members of
the chorus:
The new first sopranos are Judy
Young, Shirley Elser, Jonnie Gur-ney- ,
Sidney Coulter, Martha Kay
Parrot, and Nana Newberry.
Chosen as second sopranos were
Dorothea Miller, Nancy Jacobs,
Marilou Harris, Pat Wise, Judy
Clark, Sally Dunn, Faye Akins,
and Jane Waltz.
Added to the first alto section
were Judy Agle, Margory
Winifred Myers, Barbie
Callos, Virginia Wenger, Joan
Heasley, Julia Jerabek, and Pris-cill- a
Homan.
Picked as second altos were
Mila Swyers, Jane Thompson, Janice Worthington. and Julie McMillan.
Nana Newberry is also the new
assistant accompanist.
Dra-benstot-

t,

!

Muddy Mealtime
Speaking of meals, there ought
to be some way devised where we
could turn off the rain while we
walk to our respective dining
halls. We ought to have some pull
Up There, after all, we're Presbyterians. Maybe that's the problem.
My eighth wish is that some
bright W ooster mathematician
would figure out a way for students to go to the L'nion for a
milk shake every afternoon without gaining weight, wasting time,
or going broke.

1 wish Brooklyn
would win the
Series.
And last, but not least, I would
like a dictaphone. 1 understand
you just talk into it, and somewhere along the way your words
are written down. I wonder if
people realize what a difference
that would make to delinquent
VOICE
Independent Studiers,
staff members, and letter writers.
If the powers that be can't arrange to have my wishes carried
out, I'll understand. Someday
when I make my second million
(everyone should start on the second; it's much easier to make than
the first, I'm told), I'll see if I
can't do something about them.
But the rest of you can help. After
all, birthday cakes do have
candles.

Glee Club Tunes Up

Boasting 78 Voices
Accepted for membership in the
Men's Glee Club by Mr. Karl
Trump are the following men:
Paul Alexander, Phil Allan,
Terry Bard, Don Bayer, John Bayer, Russ Blackmer, Rod Buckson,
Don Castle, Charles Christian, Ned
Clydesdale, John Cochran, Don
Comin, Charles Coons, Dave Davis, Lee Dawley, Steve DeMar,
Glenn Donnell, Al Edel, Jim Edgar, Tom Edwards, Doug Ewing,
Cyril Fitch, Noel Franks, Bob
Frey, Roger Garst, Hank Gimbel,
Neil Ginther, Dave Grant, Fred
Harold, Floyd Hastings, Ken Hay-maJohn Heller. Fred Hess,
Larry Howe, Doug Hutchison,
Ronald Johnson, Bob Kemp, Larry
Kolinski, Bill Lang.
Dave Lauglin, Wayne Leeper,
Jim McClelland, Dick McCracken,
Dave Martin, Bob Morgan, Tom
Mori, Ralph Morrison, Phil
n,

Na-(Continu-

on Page Six)
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COSTLY

SIZES

Full Fashioned

34-4- 0

WONDAMERE

GotdoOGH FLATTERS

FINE CLOTH

The very simplicity of this blucher
reveals the deep-tone- d
beauty of the leather
emphasizes its gleaming,
e
lustre.
rich-win-

Full

double sole with extended leather heel.

Slipover
$10.98
GREY

BEIGE

Also Long Sleeve
CARDIGAN

Long sleeve style. Manufactured of a
blend of the finest imported yarns plus
muskrat hair, 5
fur. 70 wool, 25

MOST

soft snugly warm washable sweater that retains its good appearance and perfect fit.
nylon. Result

FREEDLANDER'S
Fashionland

Third Floor

STYLES

$16.95

AMSTER SHOE
See

STORE

Our Selections of Other Styles

ed
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Schneider Leads

Wooster Harriers

Jluidle
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by Skip Hoyler

In the fall, a young man's fancies turn to football. Granted
truer words were never spoken, and although the grid campaign is
in full swing, the fancies of this writer, and many others, too, are
turned to another sport, baseball.
For the fifth time in nine years the heroes of Flatbush are meeting the mighty New York Yankees in the World Series this week.
year.
The Brooks, of course, feel that this could be the
The 1955 Brooklyn aggregation, acclaimed as the outstanding club
long-awaite-

d

in Dodger history, combines power with pitching, a combination past
teams have lacked. Slugging Don Newcome, Carl Erskine, and Billy
Loes head the righthanders; while Johnny Podres and Karl Spooner
are among the more established southpaws. Clem Labine, in the doghouse during the Dressen regime, proved to be a reliefer deluxe for
recallees, Don Bressent and
Manager Walt Alston. Two
Roger Craig, also made matters a little easier for Alston. The future
of the Brooklyn pitching staff is built around the quartet of Mssrs.
Podres, Spooner, Bessent, and Craig.
Roy Campanella, Gil Hodges, Duke Snider, and Carl Furillo
handle the dreaded offensive attack. In clutch situations, the veteran
man, is still the best. The greatest shortstop
PeeWee Reese, a
in Brooklyn history, Reese is competing in his sixth World Series.
On the Yankee side, Professor Stengel has done it again. Al,
though one must admit that the Yanks have had their share of Lady-Luckdenied.
be
must
not
system
Stengel's mastery of the
Yank power, too, is evident in the potent bats of Yogi Berra, Mickey
Mantle, and Hank Bauer. The reliable Phil Rizzuto, sparkling in a
infield.
comeback, is a highly important cog in a well-oileThe Yankee pitching staff is subject to a severe test. Lacking
depth, they must depend upon three fireballing refugees from the
Baltimore Orioles: Bullet Bob Turley, Big Don Larsen, and Tommy
Tyrne. Whitey Ford, ace of the staff, also figures to see extensive action. Giving them a slight edge in power and pitching, I pick the
Bums in six games for their first series triumph.
A big question in the baseball world was the double collapse
of the Cleveland Indian and World Champion New York Giants.
with a two game advantage and two
The former appeared a shoo-iweeks to go. The Yanks, however, compiled a long winning streak;
while the Indians became engulfed in the throes of a disasterous batting slump which proved to be the crusher. It is obvious that the
outfielders in
Tribe must make changes. Cleveland has two
Larry Doby and Al Smith. They also possess a slugging
Flip Rosen, and a fine keystoner, Bobby Avila. Elsewhere, one must
catcher is
talent. A
be dubious of pennant-winninneeded, and since the departure of Lou Boudreau, the Tribe has not
shortstop. Undoubtedly Chicago's Chico Carresquel
had a first-clas- s
begin blowing in December.
will be mentioned when trade-wind- s
The Indian pitching staff, long Manager Al Lopez's bread and
butter, slumped badly. Only Bob Lemon and Early Wynn flashed
the brilliance of past campaigns. Herbie Score was a sensational
new prospect as he fanned 235 American League batsmen. However,
Mike Garcia, long a big winner, was blasted frequently, and the
great Bobby Feller appears to be at the end. If prexy Hank Green-berthinks a trade can strengthen the club, no one individual should
be spared. After all, even Babe Ruth was once traded.
As for the Giants, the story was two men
Willie Mays and
Johnny Antonelli. This duo singlehandedly paced the club to the
1954 World Championship. In 1955, they were merely average players. Dusty Rhodes, another 1954 hero, also failed miserably last year,
roles. Antonelli, after a scintillating 21-especially in pinch-hittineffort in 1954, dropped to a disappointing 14-1mid-seaso- n
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Turning to football, the big game looms to be at Los Angeles
where mighty Ohio State will be a slight favorite over a strong Stanford team. The Buckeyes, undefeated, untied, and Rose Bowl Champs
last year, will employ the same complex Split T with
Howard "Hopalong" Cassady teaming with Jerry Harkrader. Anchorline is Ken Vargo at center. Frank Machinsky heads
ing a rock-lika powerful tackle brigade. Coach Woody' Hayes admits his one big
problem is at quarterback which the brilliant Dave Leggett, who
played 476 of a possible 540 minutes last season, has left vacant
through graduation. Senior Bill Booth, an excellent passer, could
fill the bill and send another OSU eleven to Pasadena on New Year's
Day.
With an easy victory over Allegheny under their belts, the Woos-te- r
gridders will make their home debut tomorrow afternoon against
Kenyon College. The Wooster-Kenyorivalry dates back to 1930.
All-Americ-

e

an

Coach Carl Munson's harriers
are about to begin another season
at the college as they have
scheduled four dual meets with
other schools. The Ohio Conference Championship meet will also
be entered by the Scots this fall.
There are two returning letter-meto help bolster the squad of
15. Chuck Schneider, lop runner for Wooster last year, is back
for his Senior year. Will Lange, a
Junior who lettered in the sport
in 1953, is back after being away
from the school for a year.
Coach Munson has great hopes
also for another student, Bill Gos-horof Galion, Ohio. Bill transferred to Wooster last fall, and because of his ineligibility, he was
unable to compete in the meets. He
did, however, work out with the
harriers all fall and also ran in
the practice sessions with the distance men this past spring.
Efforts are being made to
schedule meets yet this fall with
Akron and Case. This is the schedule as it now stands:
Oct. 21 Geneva at Wooster
Oct. 28 Slippery Rock at Slippery Rock, Pa.
Nov. 2 Oberlin at Wooster
Nov. 8 Ohio Wesleyan at
Wooster
Nov. 17 Ohio Conference meet
at Westerville with Otterbein.
n

n,

For That Break Between Classes
Drop In At

THE SHACK

cause of the swift passage of time
which has kept them from perfecting to satisfaction all the intricate
details of offense and defense.
the abrupt
turn of
With
thoughts from working in field
and factory to working in library
and study room as well as from
summer sports to fall activities,
one must also consider another
very important aspect of college
life, that of the battling sections
in the intramural program. A casual passer-by- ,
striding along the
s
of this institution,
brick
cannot help but notice groups of
men endeavoring to get in shape
for the touch football season with
high hopes of putting a cup or
trophy on the mantle or in the
trophy case.
A good year is in the offing and
should provide considerable action
for all concerned. Good sporting,
everyone.
by-way-

Scot -- Gator Facts
Wooster
Allegheny

13 14 14
7 0 6

(Ran).
REFEREE S. A. Bodnar. UMPIRE: W. Hill. HEAD LINES-

Campus Activities

Passing
Penalties

ivy-cover-

ed

d

lt
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On Oct. 8

The Wooster gridders will travel to Waynesburg College in
Pennsylvania next Saturday to
face a veteran Yellowjacket
eleven.
Consisting of mostly juniors
and seniors, the Waynesburg
squad boasts an average weight
of 190 pounds in comparison with
175 for the Scots. The line appears to be particularly strong.
Head coach Johnny Popovich
terms the backfield as his main
problem. Although four veterans
will be running from the single
wing, Popovich is very wary of
the lack of depth.
Chuck Williams will do the greatest share of running from his tailback position.
Co-Capta-

in

The starting lineup will probably be Engro and Fletcher, ends;
Makanasky and Mazie, tackles;
Brown and Simon, guards; and at
co-capta- in

Intramurals Head
by Mac Hazel
The opening of colleges and
universities throughout the LInited
States brings to the mind's eye
visions of hordes of tanned, well
garbed students crowding and
cramming into the
halls of bleached campuses, which
were strangely silent just a short
time ago, with shouts of eagerness
and joy at being back and wanting to get started on the activities
of the year.
This is the time when summer-resteprofessors are once again
called forth to impart their wisdom so that young men and women will be prepared to face the
problems of a busy, bitter world.
It is also the time when football
practice fields are alive with well-buiyouths running, passing,
punting, and blocking in anticipation of the coming season when
they will perform their duties before crowds of screaming, pigskin-crazfans.
One must also think of the
many coaches who are tearing
their hair at the realization that
they are anything but ready for
the fast approaching campaign be- -

0--11

Waynesburg Faces

Bozo-vicTOUCHDOWNS: Smith 2, Din- center will be
gle 2, Jacobs, Campbell; Kimmel-man- ,
In the backfield are Zychow-ski- ,
Barron.
quarterback; Beazell and
POINTS AFTER TOUCH- Rinehart, halfbacks; and WilDOWNS: Bush 4 (placements), liams, tailback.
Weiss (Placement); Barron

MAN: P. S. Teinledon.
JUDGE: R. Bowen.
FIRST DOWNS
Rushing

FIELD
W
8
1

Total
RUSHING
Times Carried
Yards Gained
Yards Lost
Net Gain
FORWARD PASSING
Number Attempted
Number Completed
Net Gain
TOTAL OFFENSE

Total Plays
Net Gain
PUNTING
Times Kicked
Yards Kicked
Average per Punt
PUNT' RETURNS
Number
Yards Returned
KICKOFF RETURNS
Number
Yards Returned
PENALTIES
Number Against
Yards Lost

0
9

A
7
5

FOR THE LADS . . .
Genuine White Bucks 12.95
Borhide Sports
19.95
And THE LASSIES . . .
"Sandlers of Boston"
for the College Crowd
6.95

1

13

TAYLOR'S

41 48
329 146
24 46
305 100
5

2
60

N. Side of Public Square

14
6
69

46 62
365 169
3
4
102 164

34

41

3

2
11

8.95

Kiwi Shoe Polish

DELIVERY 2 P.M.
TO 1 A.M.
35c SERVICE CHARGE

for
DELIVERIES UNDER $2
DINE-A-MIT- E

35
22

7
98

4
47

3
15

3

DRIVE INN
1118 E. Bowman St.

Phone

2-98- 56

y

We have a selection of
Radios, Lamps and
Electrical Supplies

Let's Make This First
Home Game One to Remember

Wooster Scots
THE BEST OF LUCK FROM

at

n

!

Friday, September 30, 1955

Imhoff

&

Long

Westinghouse Store
340 East Liberty
(Between Beall and Bever)

WOOSTER LUMBER COMPANY
OPPOSITE THE FAIRGROUNDS
PHONE
2-80- 15

h.

Friday, September

30, 1955

Jfor dje
trls
fey

SCOT GRIDDEEtS
Yf

Anne Marsh

Few memories surpass ihose of
an outing experience. The Women's Athletic Association has a
cahin located outside of town
which provides an extremely good
setting for picnics, parties, and
The
other types of
rustic, informal atmosphere found
here is just right for lots of fun
and relaxation. Social clubs, athand dorm
letic organizations,
groups are a few that have made
use of the cabin.
There are provisions for overnight lodging for girls who like
roughing it that is, sleeping on
the floor. Use of the cabin costs
25 cents a person.
Cyndy Tice, the Cabin Chairman of the WAA, is the person to
see in order to make arrangements.
She lives in Compton 208. The
She'll be
phone there is
glad to help you make plans and
offer suggestions.
W e're proud of our cabin and
proud to have you use it.
Don't forget the fall sports are
getting into swing. You had better sign up for the tennis tournament right away.
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defenders for the first of his two TD's. Doc Stefenak throws
block on

would-b-
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Shirley Fry Talks On Tennis
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Courtesy Wooster Daily Record
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Dingle, Smith

Pace 41 - 13 Wooster Romp;

Scots Exhibit Powerful Running Attack
power-packe-

Wooster tennis classes received lessons from a
Wednesday, when Shirley Fry, ranked fourth highest woman tennis
player in the nation, accompanied by her father, Lester Fry, to Wooster
to sell sports equipment. Shirley has been playing tennis since she
was eight years old. She got her start from her father who gave her
her first lessons. Since that time she has received both national and
international honors.
ed in such countries as Brazil,
England, France, Holland, India,
Italy, Mexico, South Africa, and
She said she was
Switzerland.
most impressed with South Africa,
where the team of four tennis
players remained for two months
and "saw it all," as she put it.
They were entertained at "sundowners' (cocktail parties), gave
speeches at various functions, met
people, and saw such
famous spots as Victoria Falls.
They had opportunity to meet
many people in a social atmosphere. Since 1954 Shirley has remained in the States playing in
tournaments here.
Her home is in Akron, and she
attended Rollins College in Florida where she majored in general
Since 1948 Shirley has been human relations. While at Wooster
playing tennis abroad at the invi- last W ednesday she demonstrated
tation of lawn tennis associations some basic tennis skills to tennis
in various countries. She has play students.
well-know-

Vj

by Skip Hoyler
offense which shattered the opposing
Displaying a
Wooster
College Scots whipped an outthe
touchdowns,
line
six
for
top player last

hy Peg Williams

In both 1944 and 1945 she won
the National Junior Championship for players under 18 years
of age. Then in the years from
1951 through 1954 she shared the
National Doubles Championship
with Doris Hart. The United Stales
Lawn Tennis Association ranked
her third highest tennis player
during the years 1951, 1952, and
1953, and fourth in 1954. This
would also place her near the
top in world ratings, as United
States women are considered the
best internationally, also, according to Shirley. In 1951, her "big
year on paper," Shirley not only
reached the finals at W'imbledon
and Forest Hills, but won both
the French and the Egyptian championships.

'

n

d

classed Allegheny eleven, 41-1at Allegheny Stadium last Saturday
to commence the 1955 grid season.
With all but two players, who were sidelined because of injuries,
seeing action, the Shipemen started the romp early in the first quarter
when Dick Jacobs, leading Ohio Conference scorer last year, climaxed
drive by plunging six yards to pay dirt.
an
Alter Bob bush s conversion,
the first of four. Wooster was on sprinted the final 30 yards for his
their way again when Allegheny second touchdown. After Alleback Ron Ratcliffe fumbled the gheny's second tally, a slash
ensuing kickoff. After Don Baltz's through guard by Don Barron to
Wooster
recovery, frosh back Tom Dingle make the score 34-1ran 30 yards for his first of two was on the attack again. With a
touchdowns. Dingle's accomplish- lineup of almost all reserves,
ments during the afternoon were Shipe called upon Ted Campbell,
sensational as he gained 103 yards another Freshman. On his second
,
in but five attempts. Trailing
attempt, he swept wide to the left,
the 'Gators finally got rolling. Af- then cut for the middle. Behind
ter a long kickoff return by Don good blocking, he romped 52
Smith, an interference penalty put yards for the final TD.
the ball on booster's
Strong Ground Attack
stripe. Fullback Don Kimmelman
Statistics
of the game reveal that
adripped off tackle to cut the
.
By the time they Allegheny made 13 first downs to
vantage to
scored again in the third quarter but nine for the Gold and Black.
Wooster, however, gained 305
they were out of the game.
yards on the ground to a mere 100
Hole TD Aerial
for the 'Gators. In the air, Alle.
Hole,
Early in the second period. gheny led by a scant
artist,
last
year's
completed
aerial
Dingle again took charge and
romped 33 yards to score. Minutes two of three for all 60 yards and
later halfback Jerry Smith gather- one TD.
ed in a Ted Hole aerial to comThe fighting Scots suffered one
plete a 52 yard scoring play to casualty a minor injury to Jamake the count 27-at intermis- cobs in the second stanza. It
sion.
proved, however, to be more painThe Scots were not finished yet. ful than serious, and the star back
On one of Coach Shipe's favorite should be ready by tomorrow
plays, a deep reverse, Dingle when the Scots make their home
handed the pigskin to Smith who debut against Kenyon.
3,

80-yar- d

3,

13-0-
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MUSKOFF DRUGS
Wooster Hotel Bldg.

FORECAST
FLANNELS
Luxurious looking

wonderfully

soft to touch -t- hese famous
Haggar Forecast Flannels are
always favorites on the campus.
They're beautifully tailored m
rayon and acetate. An outstanding value for
crease-resista-

WOOSTER COLLEGE MEN
Come In and Take Advantage of Our Speedy Service

BOB RONDY'S

$10.95

Dry Cleaning Establishment

FalL

MEN'S DEPT.
MAIN FLOOR
V

V0VVavv

)Wa. v!o.

PUBLIC SQUARE

WHICH MAGAZINE DO YOU PREFER?

at

Only

nt

Calling All

236 SOUTH MARKET STREET

PHONE

3-29-

21

WE PICK UP AND DELIVER

ESQUIRE

or
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED.
Please Check Your Choice,

clip out, and place this

ballot in the box marked VOICE, placed at the entrance
to the dining hall in Kenarden.
I

i
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Women's Dorms
Choose Officers

Glee Club

Last Sunday night was aspiration night for women interested in
dormitory government. The Senior
dormitory, Babcock Hall, elected
the following; girls: President, Peg
Lamont; social chairman, Kalhy
and treasurer, Lacy
Griswold;
Phinizy. The officers of La Maison
Fmnralse are: President, Burney
Refo; and social chairman, Jane
Holden Hall girls electens their officers: President, Mar
lnp Wvant: social chairman
Marv Frank; and treasurer, Betsy
Carswell. President, Ieu rvincaiu
filial chairman, Ann Oeiser; an
Swasrer
are the
,vor JAlisnn
cj
ICOUli-i- .
'
aWU who were elected from Hoi
den Annex. Elected in Scot Cot
lao-were President, Louise Mor
gan; and social chairman. Sue
Eickmeyer. The upperclass women
of Compton Hall elected me ioi
lowing: President, Sara weimer
chairman. Gav Sinclair
l
and treasurer, Lyall Ritchie.

(Continued

from Page Three)

der, Chuck Nason, Fred Nobbs,
Bob O'Meara,
Jim Pfaff, Pau
Randall, Paul Reeder, George Robinson, Dick Roeder, Ron Rolley,
Dave Sanders, Chuck Schneider,
Greg Seaman, J i m Simmons,
Ralph Shilling, Don Shonting,
Bucky Smith, Bob Sponseller,
Peter Starek, Jim Stewart, Frank
Talbot, Ed Triem, Dick Upole,
Dave Walker, Tom Ward, Ned
Weaver, John White, Dick White,
John Wilson, Dale Withers, and
Dave Wolff.

-

Here Is Opportunity

p

For Future Writers

one of the 50 runners-up- .
Those who are accepted on the
College Board do two assignments
during the college year. Assignments give College Board Members a chance to write features
about life on their campus; to
submit art work, fashion, feature,
fiction or promotion
ideas for
possible use in Mademoiselle; to
develop their critical and creative
talents; to discover their own
abilities and job interests.
College Board Members who
come out among the top 20 on the
assignments win a Mademoiselle
Guest Editorship and will be
brought to New York next June to
help write, edit and illustrate the
August College issue. They will
be paid a regular salary for their
month's work, plus round-tritransportation to New York City.
While in New York each Guest
Editor lakes part in a full calendar of activities. She interviews a
celebrity in her chosen field, visits
fashion workrooms, newspaper offices, stores and advertising agen
cies, besides working daily with
the Editor to whom she is as
signed. The 20 Guest Editors get
help in finding positions in their
special helds, and many join
own staff. In addition.
the 50 runners-ufind their work

6

in the contest a good recommendation to magazines, newspapers,
book publishers, advertising agencies, stores, top employers
in
fashion and art.
November 30 is the deadline
for applying for College Board
membership. Choose one of these
four ways to apply. (A) Write a
brief critique of August or September or October or November
Mademoiselle. (B) Draw a cartoon series on any phase of campus life or illustrate at least one
article or story published in Ma

i

Ma-demoisell-

YOUR BIG

WATCHES

221 East Liberty St.

Phone

2-99-

69

THE GIFT CORNER
on the Public Square

PROTECT YOUR FUTURE
WITH

IDEAL

DAIRY PRODUCTS
133 North Bever Street
For Retail Delivery Dial
3-27-

35

-

LETTER DAY

the ofoq t&it

Featured On Tour

.
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by Marilyn Troyer
Zoar, Schoenbrunn and the Ohio
Amish country are the historical
sites to be visited by the German
Club this Sunday. Dr. William
Schreiber, who has done extensive
study of the Amish culture, will
conduct and explain the annual
tour.
100-mil-

"

e

group will travel first
through the beautiful Amish farm
land. Zoar, the site of one of the
earliest communistic societies, will
be the first stop. Settled in the
early 1800Ts, it was the first such
religious society of its type in the
United States. From here, the tour
will continue through the Tuscarawas River valley to Schoenbrunn,
the first white settlement in the
Northwest Territory. The area has
been reconstructed nearly as it
existed in Revolutionary time. On
the return trip, the group will
visit a Swiss cheese factory.
The

Anyone interested is invited but
it is necessary to sign up in Mr.
Scheiber's office since the number
is limited. The bus will leave at
1:30 p.m., Sunday, October 9 and
return in the evening. The cost is
SI. 25 per person.
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2. SUPERIOR TASTE L&Ms superior taste
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iTTomriL

comes from superior tobaccos
especially
selected for filter smoking. Tobaccos that are
richer, tastier . and light and mild.
.
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Amish And Cheese

purest tip that ever touched your hps. It's white
... all white . pure white!
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The first meeting of the German
Club will be October 9 at 7:15
in Lower Kauke. Noel Franks will
tell about his junior year in
Munich and refreshments will be
served.

Keister's

Restaurant
U A.M. to

12 P.M.
Closed Wednesday
1909 Cleveland Road
Phone
ORDERS TO TAKE OUT
Lunches - Dinners
Sandwiches
3-49-
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LIGGETT
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MYERS TOBACCO CO.
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Lahm's Jewelry
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DIAMONDS

i

e's

30, 1955

demoiselle during the past year.
(C) Describe and illustrate an
ideal weekend wardrobe for a girl
at your own college. (D) Do layout or copy or both for at least
one promotional piece encouraging students to enter the College
Board Contest.

THE NEWEST COSTUME JEWELRY
$1.00 and up at

i

p

Mademoiselle magazine is now
accepting applications from undergraduate women for membership in its 1955-5College Board.
Mademoiselle's
College Board
The Freshman dormitory officers Contest offers a chance (for the
were temporarily appointed by the freshman as well as the senior)
Junior Residents and riouse mo at winning one of the 20 Guest
thers. The appointed olhcers o Editorships a month on the staff
Miller Manor are: President, Patty of Mademoiselle
or placing as
Fatnn: social chairman, Beatrice
Collins; and treasurer; Janet Fer
guson. Westminster s officers are
President, Parmelee Phillips; so
Sally Branden
cial chairman,
hnro-and treasurer, Margaret
Lenderking. The officers of Hoo
ver Cottage are: President, Mary
Drnnsfield: social chairman, Di
ane Kingsley; and treasurer, Joan
Bowser. Compton Hall olhcers are
President, Gretchen Van Matre;
social chairman, Mary Dunham;
1. SUPERIOR FILTER Only L&M gives you
and treasurer, Peg Scolt.
the superior filtration of the Miracle Tip, the
rf-;a-

Friday, September
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